FCI Acquires Latest Dorado Technology From Unisys
ANAHEIM, CA January 15, 2009 - Formula Consultants Incorporated (FCI)
announces the installation of a Unisys Intel-based ClearPath Dorado 4080 mainframe
at its corporate data center in Anaheim, California. FCI is the first domestic Unisys
customer to order and install the new system. The 4080, with its modern interfaces,
will fill the new technology needs of FCI’s data center, and augments FCI’s existing
Dorado 110 system.
New Architecture
The ClearPath Dorado 4080 is implemented entirely on Intel® chips, moving the
mainframe architecture toward industry standards. Yet, the system also supports the
modern high-speed channels which enable attachment of the latest disk, tape and
networked peripherals. "We take pride in our responsiveness," said R. Joseph Dale,
FCI's President. "In addition to talented development and support staff, this requires
mainframe capabilities spanning the range of the systems technologies our customer
use. The new 4080 takes us to the forefront of Unisys’ mainframe server features."
Many of FCI’s product and service offerings revolve around tape in its many forms:
standalone, automated (robotic) and virtual. The 4080’s modern channels help FCI
keep pace with advances in tape attachment. FCI’s proprietary products and
contracted services need to be validated and tested on current technology. These
products include STAR Library Manager, working closely with STAR-1100, and
which enables the attachment of the DSI Virtual Tape Library. FCI also continues to
provide development and support for Sun Microsystems’ CSC software which allows
the use of Sun robotic tape libraries on Dorado systems. Also benefiting is FCI’s
Intrusion Detection System 2200 (IDS-2200), the package which helps sites detect and
respond to security threats. FCI’s new Dorado 4080 also provides additional
performance and feature options for other software firms which support their products
using FCI’s Dorado systems.
About Formula Consultants Incorporated
Founded in 1978, FCI is a software development and consulting firm, whose products
include STAR-1100 and OTS-1100, two of the most successful third-party vendor

products for Unisys 1100/2200 users. FCI also developed and markets STAR Library
Manager, IDS-2200, and AccommoDATE,. FCI has successfully provided a wide
spectrum of real-world solutions to all levels of government and commercial
organizations, offering a full range of software development services from analysis
and design through code, test, documentation, implementation, education, and support.
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